
CMS GOT TALENT
WINNERS

MUSTANG MAGAINZE

"Long Way Down" by Jason Reynolds tells the
story of an African American boy with a big
decision to make. Will, 15, wants to avenge his
brother's death and murder the person that
murdered his brother. Taking his brother's gun,
it is a long way down the elevator. 

BOOK OF THE WEEK
"LONG WAY DOWN"

WEDNESDAY, MAY 25, 2022

7th grader Kinley Sampson won by unicycling
around on stage,"I practiced by unicycling
around my neighborhood"
8th grader Noah Reynolds also won by playing
piano "I have been playing piano for 10 years,
at the talent show I played a classical piece
which took me sometime to learn for the show,
I'm also really hungry and want McDonald's.
Don't add that in there"-Noah Reynolds

-Hailey Esparza

Thank You, Mrs. Combest (7th Grade
Language Arts) for the recommendation!

-Sophia Mezger

Let us know
how you
feel about
the book!
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ARTISTS' CORNER 

Composed by Aurora Alley

Excerpt of The Mango Tree
by Divya Kamsani

 That has been
Awaited every India trip 

My family took
 

Caring as a mother, the center
Of our family

Holding, caring,
 Shading us from all
The bad in the world

 
The mango tree

 That gives but never takes
Offering its fruits 

Generously and selfishly
Like a mother

 

I though back to us at the beginning. We all
acted so awkward but now we were like

family, all making fun of each other, having
silence, and acting so weird and no one

questions. This music helped us connect. This
music helped us become a family. 

Excerpt of That Same Cheesy 
Love Song by Iris Collier

When I am weaved in trouble,
Or my mind seems perplexed,

The first thing that comes to mind,
Are my caring, hardworking teachers.

Excerpt of Happy Teacher Appreciation
Day by Aarna Darwish 
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MUSTANG MAGAZINE

8TH GRADE
HOLLYWOOD DANCE

Yearbook staff has finished the yearbook and is
now making a end of the year video for 8th
grade which will be seen on the last week of
school.

8TH GRADE VIDEO

On May 20th was the 8th Grade Hollywood
dance! It was tons of fun and there were even
chances to win $50 gift cards in a raffle. It was
a glamorous night with dancing, drinks and
cookies! This was the second dance since the
Covid-19 shut down with the sixth and seventh
grade dance being the first and it was really
everything we could've wished for!

-Reagan Nash

The video will be emailed to your teachers on
Wednesday and will be also shown on
Wednesday by your advisory teacher (8th
grade only).

-Hailey Esparza
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Eighth
Graders

having the
time of

their lives.


